
The Little Mermaid Jr. 

Audition Packet 
Gateway Middle School PTSA proudly presents:


The Little Mermaid Jr.  

Audition Dates: December 18, 2018


Audition Info: You must complete and turn in your Permission Form on Tuesday, December 18 
in order to audition individually. Once your forms are turned in, each actor will have 
approximately 3-4 minutes for their audition. 


Guidelines for Auditions: 
	 *Students should prepare a section of one song, 30 seconds to one minute in length(NO 
LONGER) to be sung acapella or with an instrumental/karaoke track. Students who wish to use 
a track must provide their own device for playing and amplification. The song can be from any 
genre of music but should showcase their best voice. 

	 *Students should also prepare one of the following: a 15-30 second monologue, recite a 
poem or nursery rhyme, tell joke appropriate for all audiences or prepare a 30 second speech 
introducing themselves to the director. Memorized pieces are preferred. 

	 *Students MUST bring a book and/or homework to work on quietly while waiting for 
their audition

	 *Call backs, if necessary, will be the following day. If you do not get called back this 
does not mean that you did not get selected, it just means the director saw what he needed to 
see in your initial audition. Actors will be emailed that evening if they are invited for callbacks 
the following day, Wednesday, December 19.


The cast list will be emailed to families Thursday evening, December 20th.  


Scripts will be handed out on Friday, December 21st for your actors to memorize over the 
Winter Break.  IF YOU LOSE YOUR SCRIPT A NEW ONE WILL NOT BE PROVIDED TO YOU 
AND YOU WILL RISK YOUR ABILITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE MUSICAL.
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Date Time Agenda Attendance

Tuesday, December 18 3:00-5:30, COMMONS REGISTRATION 
FORMS DUE

Individual Auditions: 
perform a short 
monologue and short 
song

REQUIRED for all 
auditioners; bring a 
book or home work to 
complete while waiting

Wednesday, December 
19 (if needed)

3-5:30, COMMONS Call backs, as needed REQUIRED for those 
called back
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Rehearsal Schedule and Transportation: Rehearsals will be mainly Mondays-Thursdays from 
3:00 to 6:00pm.  Once the cast list has been selected the director will create a rehearsal 
schedule.  Please plan for your student to attend each rehearsal listed on the calendar 
provided, although the schedule is subject to change (some cast may not be called for 
particular days). Rehearsals CANNOT BE MISSED unless it if for illness or an emergency.


Transportation home MUST be arranged by parents. There is no activity bus available so 
please plan your transportation accordingly. 


Rehearsal Schedule: 
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Week Date Time Description

1 Mon. Jan. 7


Tues. Jan 8


Wed. Jan 9


Thurs. Jan 10

3:00-6:00 PM

5:00-6:00 PM

3:00-6:00 PM


3:00-6:00 PM


3:00-6:00 PM

First rehearsal

Parent Meeting

Rehearsal


Rehearsal


Rehearsal


2 Mon. Jan. 14


Tues. Jan 15


Wed. Jan 16


Thurs. Jan 17

3:00-6:00 PM


3:00-6:00 PM


3:00-6:00 PM


3:00-6:00 PM

Rehearsal


Rehearsal


Rehearsal


Rehearsal


3 Mon. Jan. 21 NO 
SCHOOL


Tues. Jan 22


Wed. Jan 23


Thurs. Jan 24


Sat. Jan 26

3:00-6:00 PM


3:00-7:00 PM


3:15-7:00 PM


12:00 PM-9:00 PM

Rehearsal


Dress Rehearsal in 
Gateway cafeteria/
Commons


Dress Rehearsal Everett 
Civic Audtiorium


Performances at Everett 
civic Auditorium at 2:00 
PM and 7:00 PM



Unless you have prearranged production work or have been scheduled as a rehearsal 
chaperone, all rehearsals are closed.  This means no parents, families, or friends watching 
rehearsals. No exceptions!


Please carefully look over our rehearsal schedule with your parents/students. You may not 
miss any rehearsal, except for illness or an emergency. Absences could lead to exclusion 
from specific scenes/songs or from the production. In the event of an emergency or illness, you 
must let Heather Emans ehemans@me.com know as soon as you can.


Student Expectations:  We have very strict guidelines that students are expected to follow 
and we’ll go through them at our first rehearsal. Being in a play is a team process and it is vital 
that each student understand that they have a responsibility not only to themselves but to an 
entire group of people that are counting on them to do their part. The rewards are great but it 
takes effort from everyone to get there. There will be zero tolerance of negative conduct for all 
involved. Students and parents must also sign the attached Permission Form so we know 
behavioral expectations have been read and will be adhered to. The Gateway PTSA Drama 
program is an extra-curricular activity; please keep up on your classes, homework, and grades.


Participation Fee & Show Expenses:  Each student must pay $50.00 cash or check made 
payable to Gateway PTSA to participate in the play. This is due by the first rehearsal, Monday, 
January 7. If you have financial questions/needs, please let us know and we can work with you. 
No one will be turned away due to lack of funds.


In addition to the Participation Fee, actors will be asked to provide their own makeup and hair 
supplies; they may also need to provide basic costume items, such as tights, slacks, shoes, 
etc. (usually items they already own.)

 

Parent/Guardian Involvement:  Family volunteers are vital to the success of our production 
and we will need helpers in many areas. Parent/guardian involvement is mandatory for your 
student to participate in the production. Positions vary in terms of time requirement and 
difficulty; see the included Parent/Guardian Involvement page for a detailed list of positions!


ALL volunteers will need to complete the updated Volunteer Application online. Visit the school 
website to update your volunteer information:  https://www.everettsd.org/domain/1578 


There will be a mandatory Parent Meeting after our first rehearsal on Monday, January 7th at 
5:00pm at the school in the Commons/Cafeteria or Library. We will discuss expectations of 
students and parents, describe the various involvement positions, explain more about the 
rehearsal/performance process, and you’ll have a chance to meet your fellow Little Mermaid Jr. 
families. We’ll see you there!
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Parent /Guardian Involvement 

Opportunities for parent/guardian involvement include, but are not limited to:  

Rehearsal Chaperones:  Involvement is based on your availability. Duties include supervising actors 
while they’re not in rehearsal with the Director, reminding them to work on homework or show work, etc. 
Sets:  This position can vary from small projects to Set Coordinator. We need a ton of help in this area. 
You would need to be available to come to as many rehearsals as possible, and ready to be very hands-on. 
This means lots of painting, constructing, and getting your hands dirty. Set helpers would work with the 
Set Coordinator. 

• Set Coordinator:  They are responsible for understanding the vision of the Director early on and 
then helping to determine building materials, construction plans, set changes, etc. Timely 
communication with the Director and Volunteer Coordinator of your needs or delays is important 
in this area. The Set Coordinator would work with other parents, volunteers, and stage crew as 
well as the other Coordinators to maintain a cohesive vision of the show. This Coordinator 
position is highly-involved and would have a sets deadline. 

Props:  This position varies depending on the show; some shows require many newly-fabricated props 
while other shows require shopping and pulling props from our Drama Club stock. This position would 
work closely with the Director to understand the practicality and use of each prop as well as with the 
other Coordinators to maintain a cohesive vision of the show. The Props department is usually taken on 
by one Props Coordinator and the time commitment is moderate (the Coordinator can drop off props and 
set up props tables as needed and does not need to attend many rehearsals.) Props would have a deadline. 

Stage Crew:  Crew would need to attend all tech rehearsals and commit to 1-2 performances. Your 
responsibilities include set changes, striking the set, and general stage crew help. A Stage Crew 
Coordinator would help train and designate tasks to crew members before the show, with assistance and 
comprehensive run lists from the Director. 

Hallway Monitors:  Volunteers assist for 1-2 shows. Responsibilities include supervising the students, 
serving snack food and water for the cast during the shows, making sure the actors make their scene 
entrances, keeping the backstage area quiet, etc. 

Cast Prep:  This area includes makeup and hair for the cast. You would need to be at all tech rehearsals 
and at all shows to get the cast into their makeup and hair. Commitment is fairly minimal. Proficiency/
experience in hair and makeup is a bonus! A Cast Prep Coordinator would help the Director create a hair/
makeup design and bring it to life. 

Concessions:  These two events happen during the performances themselves and are a great way for 
those that cannot participate at every rehearsal. Commitment is minimal.. 

Advertisement & Marketing:  With help from the Director, this person/team would coordinate the 
show’s marketing materials, including the playbill (collecting actor bios, designing the layout), arranging 
local ads for the show, distributing postcards, etc. 
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